2002 toyota tundra headlight
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Make sure to adjust your beams! Last edited: Nov 15, Haggis , Skippy , speedtre and 2 others
like this. Joined: Sep 2, Member: Messages: Post pics on a wall from about feet back.
Professional Hand Model , Nov 14, Joined: Mar 31, Member: Messages: Gmillz85 , Nov 15,
Method Nv's, falken wildpeak I did not do research and did not realize the mistake I made. I was
blinding everyone and quite honestly not getting a good lighting experience. As you can see
there is extreme glare and really poor beam placement. As you can see the cutoff is amazing
and the brightness is the same as the standard ones. I know there my be some of you who still
think this is not the way to go. However take it from me. I got random LEDs that fit my truck
based on lumens market to me. I was blinding others and got flashed multiple times a night. I lit
up freeway bridge signs and illuminated the inside of people cabs like they installed a floodlight
for fun. Yes, I still need to adjust them and get either restore my housing or get new ones. Let
me know what you guys think! Reinstalled my katanas today with new resistors that they
supplied because my fog lights did not work properly. Got them mounted up and all functioning
properly. My cutoff is pretty good. I have some scatter but that is from my Chinese aftermarket
housings. I had same scatter with original halogen bulbs. Not sure how much adjustment will be
needed. I'll adjust if people flash I guess. Thanks for all help fellas. Stuck in the '00s likes this.
Professional Hand Model , Nov 16, This is my favorite headlight thread of all time. Rex Kramer ,
Nov 16, Darkness and Headlight Revolution like this. I don't mean to seem negative but I'm
skeptical of headlights against a flat surface test. Until you drive on a country road you really
don't have a good grasp of how well the lights work. FirstGenVol , Nov 16, Headlight Revolution
, Nov 16, Rex Kramer likes this. Darkness , Saltyhero13 and Rex Kramer like this. These look
awesome! HBTundra , Nov 16, I watched both videos. I believe the HR video said the 2 Stroke 3.
Is this correct? Yes, but retrofits aren't technically legal and also brighter halogen bulbs aren't
legal, and any led bulb isn't legal, but we all do it. Darkness , artsr , Saltyhero13 and 1 other
person like this. Baller , Nov 16, Has anyone heard of alien leds?? If so any feed back on them. I
was thinking of buy a pair for my dc tundra,btw they are bright white xenon k. I watched the
videos too, the cut offs get soft and not as defined on some reflectors compared to halogen
bulbs. The dude keeps saying "perfect cutoff" but he is a trying to make a sale. Far as I'm
concerned only projectors with cutoff shields, whether fixed low beam, or bi-xenon or bi-led, are
the only ones that provide perfect cutoffs. Some halogen setups also have very nice cutoff but
once you throw LEDs in there, the cutoff gets soft and not as defined. Darkness likes this.
Professional Hand Model , Nov 17, Last edited: Nov 17, Headlight Revolution , Nov 17,
PhearCVBz , Nov 17, Darkness , Nov 17, Flyinryank likes this. All those artifacts above the cutoff
line are what blind other drivers. Using a flat wall is where this problem shows itself. Leds have
a much larger hot spot than the bulbs that came in these trucks. The Hotspot in a normal bulb is
about the size of your dogs whisker. Anything outside of that size shows up as atifacts and
blinds people. Any one want ro talk about cri? Colors get washed out and everything looks
pastel. Some leds do ok but most are pretty awful. Show Ignored Content. All Categories.
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need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match
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